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Trajectory generator for autonomous vehicles in urban environments
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, Jorge Godoy2 , Jorge Villagrá2 , Enrique Onieva

Abstract— Nowadays, some developments in the vehicle industry permit a safe and comfortable driving. However, several
manufactures and research groups are still working in the
improvement of the control strategies and path smoothing
algorithms. In this paper, a new trajectory generation approach
for autonomous vehicles in urban scenarios, considering parametric equations, is proposed. An algorithm that considers
Bezier curves and circumference parametric equations for a
real vehicle, specifically in roundabout and urban intersections
is presented. This approach is generated in real time and can be
adapted to dynamic changes in the route. A smooth trajectory
generator computationally efficient and easily implementable
is proposed. Moreover, this new trajectory generator reduces
the control actions, generated with to a fuzzy controller. Some
trials have been performed in an urban circuit with promising
performance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the last decade, several improvements have been implemented in commercial vehicles. Moreover several research
partnership have been been working on different ADAS
in real vehicles [1]. These implementations are focused
in specific scenarios, monitoring and some partial control
systems, such as: Assisted parking, Adaptive Cruise Control
(ACC), Pre-crash systems, among others. So far, only partial
executions on driverless vehicles are possible. In urban
scenarios, a whole automation of a fleet of vehicles is a
circumstance that vehicle manufacturers and governments
recently defined as unaffordable in a near future[2].
In the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) field, trajectory planning is one of the most studied topics. The Laboratory on Interactions between Vehicles, Infrastructure and
Drivers (LIVIC) in France, have presented many advances
in algorithms for adapting traffic on an urban scenarios
such as highways [3]. A first stage defines the feasible
maneuvers considering environment conditions, and a second
stage evaluate the possible trajectories.
Recently, path-smoothing algorithms have been studied
in the literature [4], [5], [6]. In Labakhua et al. [4] the
authors consider smooth trajectories with low associated
accelerations, introducing a velocity planning stage into the
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interpolating curve planners. They studied three methods:
cubic spline interpolation, trigonometric spline interpolation,
and a combination of clothoids, circles and straight lines. All
these solutions have good performance in simulation with a
kinematics model of a vehicle [7].
Recent studies review the characterization of complex
roads considering the GPS information [8]. The development
of much more accurate maps is one of the new challenges of
the ADAS regarding to road safety applications. Consider, for
instance, the concept of enhanced maps (Emap) [8], where
digital maps exploit the definition of clothoids to follow the
road shape. However, so far, roundabouts were unconsidered
because, as the authors highlight, these concrete scenarios
deserve special attention.
Different authors consider two categories of curves in
the generation of continuous-curvature path: parameterized
by the curve’s arc length (i.e. clothoids) and closed-form
expression of position (i.e. parametric curves) [9], [5]. The
clothoids have been used many times in trajectory generation,
due to smoothing and the curvature grows with the distance
from the origin. It allows a generation of real scenarios, in
particular, in railways and highways [10]. Clothoids are also
used to know a priori which is the shortest path, guarantying
lateral accelerations and steering wheel speeds below given
pre-set thresholds [6]. Regarding the use of path tracking for
autonomous vehicles, the main advantage of clothoids is that
they guarantee the comfort of passengers, since it guarantees
a continuous curvature profile, which can be set by different
algorithms (e.g. [9]).
However, the main drawback of clothoids is that they do
not have an analytical solution; consequently the trajectory
generation requires a non negligible computational cost,
since they require Fresnel integrals to be computed. Moreover, in urban environment -with frequent turns 90 degrees
bends- the trend is to use clothoid-circle-clothoid [8], [11]
concatenations, which results in a more complex tracking of
the generated trajectory. For this reason, others authors have
used others metrics for real time implementations, suc as
splines [12], or Bezier Curves [5].
Among all the techniques used in path planning, Bezier
curves have the advantage of simplicity, curvature continuity,
and computational efficiency due to its closed form expressions [13]. Several works have been done in this aim, for instance, the Toyota Technological Institute have tested Bezier
curve based path planner in a single-seater electronic vehicle
with an anti-collision system [11]. Here, the authors generate
an alternative path for avoiding the obstacle, however, the
curvature, jerk or lateral acceleration have been despised in
the path generation. Choi et al. explain an approach based

on Bezier curves for the path planning algorithm as an
alternative to cubic splines, using simulations of the dynamic
in a differential wheeled robot [13]. Others authors, as Yang
and Sukkarieh [5], have simulated continuous-curvature path
for mobile robots. They have developed an algorithm based
on parametric cubic Bezier curves, which satisfies both the
curvature continuity and maximum curvature constraints.
Only four points are required for a cubic Bezier curve
generation, besides the algorithm guaranties the smoothness
with junctions points among different curves and straight
segments [5].
The comfort driving in autonomous vehicle mainly depends on a good reference trajectory generation and a fine
controller tuning. This last stage has to track as close
and comfortably as possible the path generated in the first
stage. Considering these premises and the AUTOPA program
experience in control of autonomous vehicles [14], [15], [16],
[17], [6], a new guidance system based on straight stretches,
Bezier curves, circumference parametric equations and fuzzy
logic controllers is proposed in this work. The whole system
permits a better tracking in urban scenarios, considering
a comfortable driving and a continuous path smoothing
between the different segments. In brief, the different phases
of this work and its more important features are listed below:
1) A good trajectory generation considering Bezier curves
fitting the problem waypoints smoothly guaranteeing
the curvature continuity all along the turn and continuous concatenation with straight segments reference.
2) The tracking points are generated in real time considering continuous curvature.
3) The trajectory generator bounds the discontinuities
between the lineal and curves segments, since it force
the Bezier control point straight segment.
4) Moreover, geometric continuous equations are used for
urban roundabouts: entry, inside and exit.
5) A fuzzy logic controller have been tuned, based on
[17] for the new tracking point generation.
The guidance system described in this work is computational efficient and easy to implement in real vehicles
(electric Citroen van). The path generated guarantees the
vehicle within the road. Moreover, this system permits to
reduce the longitudinal speed while the curvature generated
affect the comfort of the driving.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section
II explains the different level of the control architecture.
The continuous path generation based on Bezier curves, and
the fuzzy controller implemented to track it, are explained
in section III and IV respectively. Finally, the trials and
conclusions of this work are presented in sections V and
VI, respectively.
II. C ONTROL ARCHITECTURE
In this section the control architecture proposed is explained (figure 1). The structure is based on the previous
works developed for the AUTOPA program [16], [17]. Following the directives presented in [18], the modularity is a
priority in the design of each module, permitting to exchange

blocks according to different conditions and situations. The
control architecture is organized in four stages: acquisition,
localization, decision and action.

Fig. 1.

Control architecture proposed

A. Acquisition and localization
The acquisition stage receives the information from the
environment. In straight segments the vehicle follows a
reference line, but when it detects a curve or a roundabout,
through the infrastructure or the previous information of
the maps, the trajectory generator block – in the decision
stage – is activated. The environment information and the
Human Machine Interface module reads the maps to follow
in the route. The maps are composed of the UTM coordinate
of the middle curves, intersection and roundabouts. The
route information, traffic signal, exits or blocked paths is
previous known as in [19]. The HMI interface allows the
user to change some parameters in the driving, as well as:
lane-change, loading another route, aborting the autonomous
driving, among others.
The localization stage receives the information from the
acquisition stage. It uses the positioning system based on
a Differential GPS (DGPS), with a maximum error of 50
cm, located over the rear axle of the vehicle, and a Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU), described in [20]. Moreover, a
communication system with a central station and other vehicle is used [21]. Finally, a RFID sensor network for traffic
signal detection and identification of emergency situations
have been implemented [22].
B. Decision
The decision stage uses the information in real time from
the localization stage. The main contributions of this new
approach are focused in trajectory generator and control
modules, which are explained in the next two sections. The
rest modules are described as follow:
• Planner: this module reads the route from a XML file
in the environment information module. The first two
points are used to calculate a start straight segment.
The Planner sends this information to the Coordinate
system module, which estimates dynamic maps for

•

•

specific scenarios. e.g.: a roundabout is considered as
an intersection with constant radius. Finally, this module
fits the reference speed of the vehicle, but external signal
for change this speed in each stretch are also considered.
Coordinate system: this module translate the UTM
coordinate from the GPS to local position coordinates,
where the beginning of each stretch is the new Cartesian
zero, and the end is the size of the same stretch. This
module permits to calculate the control variables.
Variables: this module estimates the variables to the
control according to the coordinate system. Control is
based on the previous developed in our group [17],
but adjusting the parameters for this new trajectory
generation. The variables are: the angular error (in
degrees) and the lateral error (meters) for the steering
wheel position, and the Distance to the bend (meters)
and the actual velocity (km/h) for the angular speed
steering wheel.
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system module, considering the reference path given in the
Planner module (W1 , W2 and W3 in Fig. 2), as follow:
P0 = W1j + (W2j − W1j ) ∗ (m1 − d1 )/m1

C. Action
The action stage concerns three peripherals connected to
the steering bar, the throttle and brake systems respectively.
The first one is controlled by a DC motor with a gear
reduction fixed to the vehicle steering bar. The low level
control uses an external PID, where the control loop is closed
by an optical encoder in the motor axle [18].
The throttle pedal is connected through a digital-analogue
card. Finally, a hydraulic braking system has been connected
in parallel with the original brake system of the vehicle.
The pressure is controlled through the same digital-analogue
card [22]. Three switches are used to commute between the
original mode (manual driving) and the autonomous driving
mode.

P1 =

W1j

+

(W2j

−

W1j )

∗ (m1 − d2 )/m1

(2)
(3)

P2 = W2j + (W3j − W2j ) ∗ d2 /m2

(4)

P3 = W2j + (W3j − W2j ) ∗ d1 /m2

(5)

where d1 and d2 are fixed in 3 and 8 meters for urban
intersections, and m1 and m2 are the distance between the
points W1 − W2 and W2 − W3 , respectively. These values
were estimated considering the dimension of our vehicle
(1.75 meters of width) and the middle point (t=0.5) of
the Bezier curve generation. The subscript j indicates the
coordinate calculated in the curve. Considering these four
points, a continuous cubic Bézier curve path is obtained as
follows:

III. T RAJECTORY GENERATOR
The main aim of this work is to propose a better path
generation for the lateral control in autonomous vehicles considering parametric equations coupled to straight segments in
urban environments. Collision avoidance functions are not
considered in this work.
This module is activated when the vehicle enters in a curve
or a roundabout. For straight segments, two continues point
are used two generate the reference path. Afterwards, these
points are used to generate the trajectory. For curve segments,
a Bezier curve generation has been used.
A. Bézier curves
The Bézier curve of degree n is represented as follow:
B(t)

n  
X
n
=
i (1 − t)n−i t ∗ Pj

(1)

i=0

where t is an parameter ∈ [0,1], B(t) are the control point
generated and j the number of control point used (4). Figure
2 shows an example of Bezier curves generation in an
intersection with 10 points. The control points of Bezier
curves (P0 , P1 , P2 and P3 ) are calculated in the Coordinate

Bt = P0 ∗(1−t)3 +3∗P1 ∗t∗(1−t)2 +3∗P2 ∗t2 ∗(1−t)+P3 ∗t3
(6)
B. Roundabout scenario
Once a roundabout is detected, the first step of the trajectory generator is to determine the adequate entering path for
the vehicle. For this, a Bézier curve to couple the entering
lane with the roundabout is generated; where the intersection
between the roundabout (external lane) and the entering
road define the control points. To simplify the process, it
is assumed that the entering lane is straight. From this data,
control points P0 and P1 are calculated using equations 2
and 3; where W1 is the starting point of the entering lane
and W2 the intersection one. On the other hand, P2 and P3
are defined as the points located d1 and d2 meters away from
the intersection point, over the roundabout trace.
After the entering path has been defined, the trajectory
over the roundabout is calculated by the circunference’s
equations, increasing the angle in 0.1 radians per point (starting from P3 ). This procedure is repeated until the distance
to the desired exit is less than d2 ; when this threshold is
reached, the exit path is obtained in a mirrored way to the
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entering one. Figure 3 shows the control points used for
the estimation Bézier curves in the entrance and exit of the
roundabout.
IV. F UZZY CONTROLLER
To perform the lateral control of the vehicle, two main
controllers have been implemented. The first one was already
described in [17] and it is used when the vehicle is over a
straight segment or a single curve. The second one is an
evolution of the first controller and it has been adjusted to
control the vehicle trajectory inside the roundabouts. In this
sense, a higher weight to those rules that keep the steering
wheel turned to the left is necessary. This consideration
is only valid in those environments where the traffic is
right-handed. The input and output membership functions
and were adjusted considering the less lateral error (of
both variables), compared with human driver. Fig. 4 shows
the membership functions defined for each input. Below, a
detailed description of these functions is presented.

Fig. 4.

•

•

Membership functions for the lateral control in roundabouts

Angular error: Only two crossed membership functions
are defined (upper-right image of Fig. 4). The central
label has been removed since it contributed to make the
system unstable when the angle to the reference line
was close to zero.
Lateral error: In this case, the three original membership functions are used. However, their ranges have been
reduced and translate to the right – the middle label has
been closed and set over 1.2 meters. This change would

help to keep the steering wheel turned to the left while
the vehicle is inside the roundabout.
• Distance to the bend: Despite a roundabout could be
considered as a constant bend in the road, and then a
distance to it could not be formally defined, the name
of this input variable has been kept beyond it is used for
the distance to the next trayectory point. For this input,
the range has been reduced and only two membership
functions are defined. This input is very important for
lane-change inside the roundabouts since the label Close
would increase the steering wheel mobility.
• Actual speed: All membership functions defined in the
first controller are kept. However, the range of this input
has been reduced. The reason of this change is that the
vehicles’ speed inside a roundabout is lower than the
normal speed in the rest of the urban environment.
Finally, the fuzzy rule set for the steering wheel position
has been defined as:
IF Angular error Left THEN Steering Pos Right
IF Angular error Right THEN Steering Pos Left
IF Lateral error Left THEN Steering Pos Right
IF Lateral error Right THEN Steering Pos Left
IF Lateral error Middle AND Angular error Left THEN
Steering Pos HalfRight
IF Lateral error Middle AND Angular error Right THEN
Steering Pos HalfLeft
Rules has been combined when the Lateral error is
middle in order to reduce the control action according to
the output values for this controller: Left (-1), HalfLeft(0.5), HalfRight(+0.5) and Right(+1). For the second output
– Angular Speed – the fuzzy rules set have been defined as:
IF Dist. to bend Central AND Actual Speed Low THEN
Angular speed Low
IF Dist. to bend Central AND Actual Speed Medium
THEN Angular speed Medium
IF Dist. to bend Central AND Actual Speed High THEN
Angular speed Med high
IF Dist. to bend Close AND Actual Speed Low THEN
Angular speed Medium
IF Dist. to bend Close AND Actual Speed Medium THEN
Angular speed Med high
IF Dist. to bend Close AND Actual Speed High THEN
Angular speed High
where the output singletons are the same used in the first
controler: Low (0.4), Medium (0.6), Med high(0.8) and
High(1).
V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Test scenario
All the experiments were performed at the CAR’s private
driving cirtcuit (figure V-A) where a roundabout has been
recently builded. The roundabout radius is around 13 meters.
It has 4 enters/exits and two lanes of 3 meters width each.
Traffic is right-handed in all the circuit.
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Experimental test circuit.

B. Urban trayectory with Bézier curves
The experiments described in this work have been implemented in an electric Citroen van. Two different experiments
were carried out considering urban bends and roundabouts.
Figure 6 shows the behavior of the vehicle following the
reference path in autonomous driving. The vehicle trajectory
is represented by the gray line. Bézier points (black points)
are generated when the vehicle is coming on the next curve.
For straight segments, two points (the last and the first one
of two consecutive Bézier curves) are used to generate the
reference line. Figure 7 shows the lateral error throughout
the experiment. This error is lower on straight segments.
Although on curves it increases slightly, it is corrected when
the vehicle turns, keeping it on the road. The higher error
is reached when the vehicle past around the sharpest curve
(bottom part of figure 6). This error is due to we are using
the same controller presented in [17], with the control almost
two meters in front of the vehicle. Finally, figure 8 shows
the position of the steering wheel during the experiment.
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another turn. In this case, the vehicle goes to inside lane,
and when the exit is free, it takes the outside lane and the
output curve with Bézier generations.
Figure 10 and 11 shows the lateral and angular error inside
the roundabout. Around the 65th second, the first lane change
is generated (showed in the first leap of the figure). The
vehicle returns to center of the new lane without overshoots.
The control point was moved to the front wheel axle of
the vehicle. Figure 12 shows the normalized output of the
position controller, which is mainly -0.4 because the steering
is always turned on the roundabout (anticlockwise) , except
when the lane changes are produced.
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C. Roundabouts
Figure 9 shows an experiment considering an entry, exit
and lane changes over an urban roundabout. The parametric
trajectory generated in the experiment is always followed for
the control stage in both curves and inside the roundabout.
In the first turn, the vehicle has the exit blocked, so it drives
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VI. C ONCLUTIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, a trajectory generator and control scheme
using parametric equations for autonomous vehicles was
proposed. Different tests in urban scenarios demonstrate a
good performance of the control architecture, based in previous developments. The path generated with Bézier curves
and circle parametric equations requires less effort in the
tracking process. For roundabout scenarios, only taking into
account the radius, the UTM coordinates and the parametric
equation of a circle, an automatic map generation has been
achieved in a real vehicle and environment. The contributions
on the planner, coordinated system and trajectory generator
modules are significant, compared with previous works in the
Autopia group, since a new dynamic trajectory generation
with parametric equation has been achieved.
The parametric equations allow a computationally efficient
and an easily implementation on our control algorithms.
Next step in our research will consider lateral accelerations,
curvature analysis, and control over the longitudinal actuator
to improve the comfort on the vehicle. Moreover, other
control variables, such as the curvature, should be added in
the lateral control loop to improve the error presented in tight
curves.
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